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ometimes good things come out of bad. That is what Jenni-
fer and Michael Glackin experienced when their Midland 
home was destroyed in a fire. “The biggest challenge we faced 

was dealing with the emotional aspects of losing our home and all our 
personal property and then figuring out 
how to put everything back together 
again,” shares Jennifer.
 Jennifer poured through magazines 
and honed in on kitchens, baths and bed-
rooms she found to be unique, yet livable. 
She then put her library of pictures in a 
binder, which became the starting point 
for their rebuild.
 The exterior of the home remained 
the same, but the interior was gutted 
with only the studs remaining. They re-
tained the original layout but everything 
else is new including the furnishings.
 “We lived in our home for three years prior to the fire, so I was 
able to integrate the things I loved about the house and modify the 
aspects that could be improved upon to better suit our family’s needs,” 
explains Jennifer.
 A major challenge was having three children and three dogs 
displaced for 15 months during the destruction and rebuild of the 
home. But that discomfort was well rewarded by builder, Kelly Wall, 

of Greystone Homes, and designer, Casey Pincumbe, from Design 
Within, who brought the home back to life, exceeding all their expec-
tations. “Kelly helped in so many ways to turn what was left of our 
house into our dream home,” share the Glackins. “His attention to 

detail and high-quality craftsmanship 
stand out the most.”
       Casey and Jennifer define the 
home’s style as traditional with a twist, 
implementing transitional accents and 
a touch of the unexpected throughout. 
The dining room chandelier is cited as a 
shining example. The striking staircase 
that combines dark wood and light bal-
ustrades is yet another example of the 
quest for the unique. Prior to the fire, 
the living room was devoid of a focal 
point. Adding the fireplace not only re-

solved the design flaw but gave way to two furniture groupings, one 
intimate centered around the fireplace and a second with a game table 
to enjoy card and board games. 
 The rooms are styled to complement each other but also incor-
porate Jennifer’s design whims and whimsy. The sunroom is light and 
airy, yet the office is paneled in a dark walnut creating the distinguished, 
cozy feel of a library. The open kitchen with high ceiling is detailed with 
wood beams, another example of an unexpected design detail in this 
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An Unfortunate Event Provides 
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TRADITION with a Twist
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PREVIOUS PAGE: Circular brick planters and double chimneys are the attention getters of this traditional 
brick home.
PREVIOUS PAGE (INSET): This lot was selected for the peace and quiet associated with living slightly 
outside Midland’s city limits.

THIS PAGE

ABOVE: High ceilings are complemented by taller cabinets, additional windows and an enlarged island.
BELOW: An island cooktop was transformed with a professional range, wood hood and mantle.
OPPOSITE: The formal dining room artfully combines traditional detailing with contemporary accents. 
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The lady of the house loves
 pushing the limits of traditional 

by having something 
unexpected in each room.

transitional-style home. The kitchen incorporates both flair and practi-
cality: mismatched cabinetry adds flair, while practicality is embodied in 
the island size increased to accommodate five people. The kitchen layout, 
redesigned to better suit Jennifer’s cooking needs, now includes an island 
prep sink and a Wolf steamer.
 Both master bedroom and bath where redesigned as well. A second 
door leading to the closet was eliminated to allow for more living space. 
Reconfiguration of the bath made room for a walk-in shower and soak-
ing tub.
 This home was transformed from black soot to a place of comfort 
and beauty. While retaining some familiarity, it implements many chang-
es to improve on what the homeowners loved about their home. It has 
become a place for creating new memories that in time will haze over the 
difficulties of an unfortunate happening. q
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OPPOSITE PAGE

ABOVE: A bank of windows and multiple skylights 
bring the outdoors in.
BELOW LEFT: The eating area’s dining table offers 
semi-circle benches along with three chairs for seating.
BELOW RIGHT: Dark mahogany adds a cozy, sophisti-
cated feel to the office.

THIS PAGE

ABOVE: Living spaces and seating abound throughout 
the home for comfort and luxury.
MIDDLE: A favorite feature in the master bedroom is 
the wall covering inside the tray ceiling.
BELOW LEFT: The stand-alone soaking tub is one of 
many features added in the new structure after rede-
signing the master bedroom and bath.
BELOW RIGHT: The master bath was redesigned to al-
low for a walk-in shower with jet/sprays and double 
showerheads.
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Greystone Homes

PrinciPal owner (s):
Kelly J. wall

number of years in business:
11

year business started:
2001

education:
engineering degree from Brigham Young University.

business PHilosoPHy:
i build each home as if it were my own.  meticulous attention to detail 
is used in all the finishing touches to make each home and design 
beautiful, while utilizing the best home building science behind the 
drywall.

wHat sets your business 
aPart from otHers?
we believe fine homes exhibit the skills of the craftsmen who build 
them. we work hard, employing trades who excel in their fields of 
expertise; we combine the best of form and function to create our 
custom homes.  we understand and incorporate the best home 
building science to create a home that is structurally sound, long 
lasting and energy efficient.  all of our homes are built to exceed 
energy Star standards.

Hobbies, volunteerism, etc. :
Kelly has served as Home Builder’s association president for the past 
two years.  He enjoys spending time with his wife and five children.  
He is an active volunteer in the youth group at his church and with 
Boy Scouts of america.  He also designs and builds fine furniture.

contact PHone number & web address:
For information, call (989) 835-6965 or visit www.greystonehomes.biz.ABOVE: Numerous fireplaces where implemented into the rebuild.

BELOW: A theater room is complete with eight reclining seats, full screen and theater sound system.
OPPOSITE: The laundry/mud room has five named cubbies so everyone knows exactly where their 
stuff should land.


